Germany 1930’s – The first attacks against the Jews - They didn’t wear masks – they
conformed by wearing the Star of David
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We are at war. The republic is under attack, no less than it was when Fort
McHenry was bombarded in 1812 or Pearl Harbor was bombed in 1941.

If you didn’t understand how coordinated the attacks over the past four years
have been, or how serious the situation was, or you thought it was just nasty
politics, the removal of the President from Twitter and Facebook, and Amazon
closing its servers to Parler should be enough to convince you that now that
Biden will be in the White House the crackdown has begun.
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The Globalist Left have had their plans for a fully centralized government in the
making for 100 years, mostly it has been behind the scenes and mostly disguised
or invisible to the majority of Americans. In spite of warnings, most Americans
paid little heed to the imminent danger until Donald Trump took them head-on.
When Globalist plans were finally confronted by President Trump they had no
choice but to do battle in the open – still, all the while able to deny that they were
doing anything illegal or corrupt because what they were doing was hidden from
full view or distorted by their Globalist Corporate Propaganda Unit, which has
naively been called ‘The Biased Mainstream Media.”
By having to fight in the open, their current set of leaders have been exposed.

Because of the incremental implementation of state censorship, Americans failed
to respond, and today’s Leftists, like the Japanese after Pearl Harbor, feel that
they have knocked out the Americans. But like America in 1942, Americans
today have yet to do battle – “I Have not yet begun to fight” is not merely an
empty phrase for most Americans.

The Globalist Left may own the largest tech based companies upon which
Americans depend, and they may have inroads into many large corporate board
rooms of companies that Americans use, but alternative infrastructures are
already being built or being planned, and there are always alternative venues
from which to purchase goods and services.
Patriotic Americans assembled in D.C. on January 6th and made their allegiance
to America known, albeit they have yet to take action to displace the elite who
have organized the takeover of the US Government.

It is now time for Americans to establish a plan for victory.
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For the average American it will be a two step plan - Boycott and Siege.

Boycott

War consists of much more than hitting your enemy over the head with a stick.
War demands support. And, conversely, war also consists of weakening or
destroying your enemy’s means of support.

Thus far the Left believes their seemingly easy victories reflect a weakness on
the part of the average American. It most surely doesn’t, because thus far the
Left has yet to meet the average American in battle.

The first order of business is to defund our enemies. That is actually rather
simple – stop doing business with our enemies’ businesses. That includes
everything from Amazon, to Twitter, to Facebook, to Google, to Yahoo, to Cisco,
to Apple, to Microsoft, to Starbucks, to Ben & Jerry’s, and to Dick’s. There are
always alternatives.

If web-based companies’ usership is reduced, they lose their advertising dollars
and their income. If you stop purchasing through Amazon they will lose their
supplier base and their sales will dry up. You don’t have to buy from Amazon
even though Google lists Amazon distributed products first in a search for a
product. Just look further and don’t use Chrome or Google. If you move away
from Windows to Linux, Microsoft will dry up. You don’t need Dick’s. Everything
Dick’s sells is sold elsewhere. You can live without a Starbuck’s coffee. This
goes for dozens of companies.

A boycott of our enemies’ products and services will tank them.

Siege
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The second phase will be what they don’t expect – a siege.
The largest Democrat population centers are the big cities, and the big cities
depend upon truck deliveries to bring them everything from food to gasoline to
medicines. If truckers refuse to cross into enemy territory, the big Democrat cities
will be starved out. Siege is one of the oldest strategies in warfare. The tech
companies can turn off your internet and maybe even your telephone service, but
most Americans are much closer to basic supplies than most Democrats who live
on the coasts. Without truck deliveries, all the products coming in from China will
sit in warehouses. Force the cities to import their supplies directly from overseas.
It will be cost prohibitive and will never suffice. It will take more time than the Left
has. Mr. Biden may try calling out the Army to deliver goods to the big cities – but
that will never be enough. He might even try to force teamsters at gunpoint to
deliver to the big cities. That type of action will initiate an all out insurgency aimed
at preventing trucks from reaching their destination.

This is war. Don’t convince yourself otherwise. Please don’t think like a Jew in
Germany in the 1930’s, believing that it will pass. It won’t, unless we destroy the
Globalist Left permanently. This can’t be fought like Vietnam, making sacrifices
for a return to how it was before. This has to be a battle for complete victory.
Americans have never flinched from doing battle. Remember that Patrick Henry
and his fellow Virginians were in hiding from their own government when
debating Henry’s proposal to organize the Virginia Militia for self–protection
against he King’s Army. On March 23rd 1775 Henry said:

“Sir, we are not weak if we make a proper use of those means which the
God of nature hath placed in our power… Gentlemen may cry, Peace,
Peace-- but there is no peace. The war is actually begun... There is no
retreat but in submission and slavery! Our chains are forged!”
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Fellow Americans, the time is at hand. Convenience pales in comparison to
Liberty. Do what is necessary.
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